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Editorial
by Egon Willighagen and Christoph Steinbeck

Editorial

Welcome to the fifth issue of CDK News, the third
and last issue of the second volume. Last Tuesday
September 27 was the fifth anniversary of the CDK:
on that date, five years ago, the CDK was founded
to supersede the code bases of the JChemPaint, Jmol
and CompChem projects. Earlier this month this
was celebrated with a successful workshop, as an-
nounced in the previous CDK News issue.

This issue features four communications and the
regular FAQ article. There was no literature related
to CDK published recently, and consequently, the
usually recurrent Literature article is not present in
this issue. This is also the first issue not containing
any tutorials. The combination of summer time and
end-of-PhD-contract stress for one of the chief edi-
tors (EW) is the likely cause. Nevertheless, the con-
tent that is present is very interesting once again.

Featured CDK News articles are as of now
available as single PDF files. They are down-
loadable from http://almost.cubic.uni-koeln.

de/cdk/cdk_top/cdk_news/. As a reminder, all ar-
ticles in CDK News are published with GNU’s Free
Documentation License (FDL), so you may copy and
redistribute them; you may even reuse the content.
In all cases you are required to clearly state the li-
cense and authorship again.

The editorial board welcomes Noel O’Boyle as
new editor in the team. He will help us review the
submitted articles.

The next issue is scheduled for February 2006.
The deadline for this issue is January 16. CDK users
and developers are encouraged to submit contribu-
tions. These may include comments on current code,
discuss certain algorithms in general, or just describe
a piece of work related to the CDK library. For now,
happy reading!

Egon Willighagen
Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands
e.willighagen@science.ru.nl
Christoph Steinbeck
Cologne University Bioinformatics Center CUBIC, Ger-
many
c.steinbeck@uni-koeln.de

Front Page
The front page shows the MQL demo program discussed in the MQL - Development of a novel substructure query
language article, by Proschak, Wegner, Schneider and Fechner, elsewhere in this issue. The query is matched
against the given structure and highlighted on the right side.
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COMMUNICATION

An Open Framework for Online QSAR
Modeling
This article provides a brief introduction to
an online QSAR modeling application, termed
QSAROnline. The project is currently work in
progress and this communication briefly describes
the goals and basic design of the project.

Nelson Hayes and Rajarshi Guha

Introduction

Recent usage of the CDK to provide webservices
[1] motivated us to develop a more extensive fa-
cility that would make available a number of
CDK features in an easily accessible format. The
CDK has recently been enhanced with the addi-
tion of molecular descriptor generation routines (in
the org.openscience.cdk.qsar package) as well as
an interface [2] to the R [3] environment, in the
org.openscience.cdk.qsar.model.R package. The
R interface currently provides access to linear re-
gression, neural network regression and neural net-
work classification models. Combined with the abil-
ity to calculate molecular descriptors, these features
make the CDK an attractive framework for provid-
ing QSAR modeling services.

Requirements

The application is based on a number of Java tech-
nologies. More specifically the application is being
developed using Java 1.5 and utilizes the Apache
Tomcat [4] server to provide the application frame-
work. As the application stores pre-generated mod-
els, these are placed in a PostgreSQL database. Hi-
bernate [5] is used to provide transparent database
access and thus allows the use of alternative database
backends. The Spring Framework [6] is used for the
user interaction framework and page display. Fi-
nally, the CDK and R are used to provide the back-
end computational facilities.

Goals

A recent article by Murray-Rust [7] described the role
of open-access and open-data in the field of chem-
informatics. These ideas provided the motivation
for this application. In this context there are two
main goals of this project. First, the application itself
is freely available for reuse and modification. Sec-
ond, the data underlying the predictive models are

also publicly available and references are provided
within the application. The second feature plays an
important role as access to the data underlying the
predictive models allows one to judge its reliability
in terms of the provenance of the data. Furthermore,
though the models are stored as serialized R objects
the application will allow the user to download the
model objects and use them in his or her personal R
session. Rather than using models as complete black
boxes, statistical features of the models will also be
made available thus providing further information
regarding the reliability of the model.

Depending on the nature of the task, black box
facilities can be useful. To an extent QSAR mod-
eling can benefit from a black box facility and the
QSAROnline application provides this feature. Thus,
the user simply has to select the type of property to
be predicted and supply 3D structures, and will ob-
tain a set of predicted property values. Though this
simplifies usage, it can be misleading and even dan-
gerous, if no other information is provided. As a re-
sult, the results also include a measure of applicabil-
ity [8] of the model to the user supplied data. In ad-
dition to the references for the data and access to the
model (in terms of descriptive statistics as well as the
R model object itself), the measure of applicability al-
lows the user to decide whether the model is suitable
for his or her needs.

Design

Figure 1: A screen shot of the model selection page of
the QSAROnline application. In this shot a boiling point
model has been selected.
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As mentioned above, the application is designed
as a black box facility but also provides extra infor-
mation if the user feels the need. In this context extra
information consists of references to the data and ac-
cess to the model and its statistical summary. The ref-
erences and associated information are stored along
with the model object in the backend database by the
administrator. During runtime, this information can
be extracted and displayed. Along with this textual
information, the R-CDK interface provides methods
to obtain a statistical summary of the model. This
is used to provide information such as R2 and F-
statistic values for the model. Fig. 1 shows the model
selection page of the application, where the refer-
ences as well as statistical summary are displayed.

Since the current facilities only allow the user to
access prebuilt models, security and privacy are not
a major concern of the application. Structures sup-
plied by the user are simply used for prediction pur-
poses and are not stored on the server. The appli-
cation does make use of a per-user login/password
combination, but this is simply used for the purposes
of usage statistics.

Conclusion

This communication describes an application of the
CDK framework to provide online QSAR modeling
services. In this article we have presented the moti-
vation for this project and some basic details of the
design and features of the application. The project
is currently in progress and a more detailed article
describing the design and usage of the application
is being prepared. Currently, the application only
provides predictions for boiling and melting points,
though models for other properties are being pre-
pared. With the development of the 3D coordinate
generation facilities of the CDK, future versions of

the application will also be able to handle SMILES
input as well as previously optimized 3D structures.

We believe that this application will highlight the
use of the CDK as well as provide a useful facility
to the QSAR community in terms of applicability as
well as open-access.

Nelson Hayes and Rajarshi Guha
Pennsylvania State University
cnh1@psu.edu
rxg218@psu.edu
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COMMUNICATION

Atom types in the Chemistry
Development Kit
This article provides a short overview of atom types
implemented in the CDK, with a focus on perceiv-
ing the MMFF94 and MM2 atom types.

by Christian Hoppe

Atom types represent atoms with different chemical
environments, connectivities and chemical nature.
Atom types are a simplification of the real physico-

chemical properties and are assigned to atoms, im-
portant in force field calculations. The characteristics
of an environment include immediate bonded neigh-
bours, hybridization, formal charge and valence elec-
trons. Each force field has a different set of atom
types. In the CDK the following atom types are im-
plemented:

• Jmol atom types
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• mol2 atom types

• PDB atom types

• structgen atom types

• MM2 atom types [1]

• MMFF94 atom types [2]

The data files can be found under
src/org/openscience/cdk/config/data. To
assign these atom types to an atom the
org.openscience.cdk.atomtype package has to
be used (src/org/openscience/cdk/atomtypes).
Based on the interface AtomTypeMatcher sev-
eral specific atom type matchers are derived.
They use the AtomTypeFactory class from the
org.openscience.cdk.config package to read the
atom types.

AtomTypeFactory factory = AtomTypeFactory

.getInstance("org.openscience.cdk.config." +

"data.mm2_atomtypes.xml");

The AtomTypeReader (for XML and txt
files) and the AtomTypeHandler are located in
src/org/openscience/cdk/config/atomtypes. To
implement your own atom types or to add proper-
ties to atom types for QSAR or force field projects
you may have to change the AtomTypeHandler
class. In the case of an XML file format used
property fields are defined in a dictionary, e.g.
src/org/openscience/cdk/dict/data/cdk.xml.
These dictionaries include namespace definitions,
property names and definitions. To assign an atom
type to an atom, the following method from a
AtomTypeMatcher implementation has to be called:

public AtomType findMatchingAtomType

(AtomContainer atomContainer,Atom atom)

To assign e.g. MMFF94 atom types it is necessary
to determine beforehand atom information, such as
membership of a ring or aromaticity.

atomTypeTools.assignAtomTypePropertiesToAtom(mol);

for (int i=0;i<mol.getAtomCount();i++){

AtomType matched = mmff94AtomTypeMatcher.

findMatchingAtomType(mol,mol.getAtomAt(i));

AtomTypeManipulator.configure

(mol.getAtomAt(i), matched);

}

The AtomTypeManipulator class (from the pack-
age org.openscience.cdk.tools.manipulator)
sets predefined values in the atom type to the atom,
in the following way, e.g.:

atom.setAtomTypeName(atomType.getAtomTypeName());

atom.setMaxBondOrder(atomType.getMaxBondOrder());

The assignAtomTypePropertiesToAtom()
method can be found in the AtomTypeTool class
(org.openscience.cdk.tools). For the MM2 and
MMFF94 atom types it is necessary to call this
method beforehand, because the information pro-
vided here, is needed by the findMatchingAtomType
method, as e.g. ring size, aromaticity or ring name.

In commercial programs often SMARTS [3] are
used to match atom types to an atom. Because the
CDK does not fully implement SMARTS, we use
three sphere HOSE codes [4] as environmental de-
scriptors. For each atom type a regular expression
exists which matches to specific HOSE codes. Because
several atoms may have similar HOSE codes but dif-
ferent atom types (e.g. the regular expression for the
atom type general nitrogen (N) may match to the
HOSE codes for nitrogen in piperidine), other infor-
mation is used to distinguish between them (in the
example above one can use the is_in_ring criteria).

The MM2 and MMFF94 atom types haven re-
cently been successfully implemented in the CDK.
The atom type assignment is important for the use
of e.g. force fields. When an atom has the wrong
atom type a force field will deliver a wrong result.
The chemical space is so complex that we cannot as-
sume that our atom type assignment is always right,
so one has to take care of this.

Christian Hoppe
Universität zu Köln, Germany
christian.hoppe@uni-koeln.de
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COMMUNICATION

MQL - Development of a novel
substructure query language
We are currently developing a substructure query
language. This article gives a short overview
of the algorithmic concepts we adopted for our
"Molecular Query Language" (MQL).

by Ewgenij Proschak, Jörg K. Wegner, Gisbert Schneider
and Uli Fechner

Substructure searching is a common task in chem-
informatics. Query matching scenarios include
database searches, substructure-based topological
descriptors or the assignment of atom types for force
field calculations. Two substructure query languages
are widespread in the cheminformatics community,
both of which are commercially available: SMARTS
[1] and SLN [2].

The aim of a substructure search is to locate
a chemical (sub)structure, the "query structure", in
one or more other chemical structures ("target struc-
tures"). If a query structure is found in a target struc-
ture, the atoms of the query structure are mapped to
the atoms of the target structure and this mapping
is returned to the user. Such a mapping can be vi-
sualized by highlighting the query structure within
the chemical structure (Figure 1). A user can define a
query structure by using either a substructure query
language (text-based) or a suitable molecular draw-
ing program (graphics-based).

Figure 1: Depiction of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) where
its benzene ring is highlighted in green [3]. The picture was
created with the open-source program PyMOL [4].

We are currently developing a substructure
query language called “Molecular Query Language”
(MQL). Two-dimensional molecular substructure
queries are represented by a set of ASCII characters.
MQL incorporates almost all query features of estab-
lished substructure query languages like SMARTS or
SLN. Furthermore, we consider additional substruc-
ture query characteristics that cannot be expressed
by SMARTS or SLN.

MQL is defined in terms of a context-free gram-
mar (CFG). CFGs are commonly employed in lin-
guistics and computer science to describe languages
[5]. The usage of a CFG requires a formal specifi-
cation of our substructure query language. It also
paves the way to a straightforward implementation
of a query language parser with the use of parser-
generating software. If a language is non-trivial the
hand-crafting of a parser is difficult and error-prone
no matter how much care is taken. This problem
can be avoided if a language is based on a CFG. We
employed the open-source Java Compiler Compiler
(JavaCC) program to generate a parser [6]. The CFG
is written in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) so that it is in-
terpretable by JavaCC. The compilation of such a CFG
file by JavaCC yields a parser written in Java.

The query matching procedure of MQL is based
on an exact subgraph isomorphism algorithm, more
precisely the clique detection algorithm [7]. Essen-
tially, this method consists of two steps. First, an
association graph (AG) is created. Each vertex in
the association graph - also called an a-vertex - corre-
sponds to a matching between a vertex of the query
structure and a vertex of the target molecular graph.
The following pseudo-code outlines the creation of
the a-vertices:

for each vertex q in query structure

for each vertex m in target molecular graph

if q matches m

create a-vertex (q,m) in AG

The next step is the generation of the edges of the
association graph (a-edges). An a-edge between the
a-vertices (q, m) and (p, n) is created if q 6= p and
m 6= n and

1. there exists no edge (q, p) in the query graph
and no edge (m, n) in the target molecular
graph or

2. the edge (q, p) matches the edge (m, n).

The generation of the a-edges can be sketched in
pseudo-code as follows:

for each vertex (q,m) in AG

for each vertex (p,n) in AG

if (q!=p && m!=n)

if (!edge(q,p).exists && !edge(m,n).

exists) || (edge(q,p).

matches(edge(m,n)))

create edge((q,m),(p,n)) in AG
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A clique is a fully connected subgraph (refer to
Figure 2 for a graphical illustration of a clique). Such
a clique in the association graph corresponds to a
common substructure between the query graph and
the molecular graph. A matching, i.e. an exact sub-
graph isomorphism, is given by a clique that com-
prises the same number of vertices as the query
graph. Therefore, the second step of the query
matching procedure deploys a clique detection al-
gorithm. Unfortunately, clique detection is known
as a NP-complete problem, so that the worst-case
running time of clique detection algorithm is non-
polynomial [8]. We decided to implement the Bron-
Kerbosch algorithm [9] as it offers the fastest fully
combinatorial solution to this problem. Due to NP-
completeness of the problem substantial queries may
still test the user’s patience. Thus, upcoming work
will be targeted towards the introduction of chemical
heuristics to the clique detection algorithm to shorten
its running time.

Figure 2: A molecular graph (A), a query graph (B), and
the corresponding association graph (C) that is created
during a substructure query by MQL. Numbers in A and B
are referred to by the pairs of numbers in C. A node in the
association graph is created for each match between a ver-
tex of the molecular graph and the query graph. Vertices
that are connected by blue edges in the association graph
constitute a fully connected subgraph as every vertex of
this subgraph is connected to every other vertex of the
subgraph. This fully connected subgraph is also termed
a clique. Refer to the text for a more detailed description of
the underlying algorithms.

The design of MQL was guided by the idea of
being independent from the cheminformatics toolkit
that is used to represent molecules. However, the
usage of JavaCC leads to parser code written in
Java. Hence, whichever toolkit is used it has to
be written in Java as well. Apart from this pre-
requisite a second one has to be met: the chem-
informatics toolkit has to offer query functionali-
ties of basic atom (element symbol, formal charge
etc.) and bond properties (bond order etc.). Such
basic atom and bond property queries translate
in CDK to calls like atom.getSymbol(), atom.get-
FormalCharge(), atom.getFlag(CDKConstants.IS-
AROMATIC) or bond.getOrder().

A single interface named MoleculeAccess has
to be implemented for a particular cheminformatics
toolkit to facilitate the usage of this toolkit in con-

junction with MQL. We already enabled the inter-
action between MQL and CDK by implementing this
interface in the class CDKMoleculeAccess. Access
to other Java-based cheminformatics libraries such
as JOELib [10], are in preparation. Figure 3 shows
a screenshot of our demo application that presents
the interplay between MQL and CDK.

Figure 3: Screenshot of our MQL demo application. A six-
membered ring of carbon atoms was entered as the query
and tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) was the target structure
( [3]). Two matches are depicted in which the mapping of
the query structure to the target structure is highlighted
in red. Molecules are displayed using the CDK classes
Renderer2D and Renderer2DModel.

A complete specification of the context-free gram-
mar, the capabilities and limitations of MQL, as well
as example queries that pinpoint the potential of our
substructure query language will be revealed in a
forthcoming publication.
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COMMUNICATION

Stereochemistry detection in the CDK
This article describes a set of methods in the CDK
which can be used to detect stereochemistry in 2D
files, where stereoconfiguration is given by wedge
bonds.

by Stefan Kuhn

Chemical structures are often depicted as two-
dimensional atom-bond compositions. In order to
provide three-dimensional information, wedge bonds
are used. These give the position of two atoms with
respect to each other. Examples are given in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Examples for chiral configurations.

For example in a) Cl and F are above the plane of
the page, C and O are below the page. These hints

provide the stereochemistry code in the CDK with
the information to detect a variety of stereochemical
configurations which include:

• square-planar

• tetrahedral

• octahedral

• trigonal-bipyramidal stereo centers

• cis/trans configurations.

Chiralities

All relevant methods are to be found in
org.openscience.cdk.geometry.BondTools. They
all operate on objects of type AtomContainer and
Atom. The AtomContainer must contain the
wedge bonds, encoded according to CDK stan-
dards (this means indicated via the constants in
org.openscience.cdk.CDKConstants). This is the
case if a file type containing this information is read
via the classes in org.openscience.cdk.io. The meth-
ods used are the following:

boolean isStereo(

AtomContainer container, Atom a

)

This method indicates whether Atom a is a
stereocenter or not. The following methods can then
be used to check the exact type. Note that any of the
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following methods may also return true for atoms
which are not a valid stereochemical centre. So al-
ways use this method before all of the following.

int isTetrahedral(

AtomContainer container, Atom a, boolean strict

)

This tells whether Atom a is the centre of a tetra-
hedral chirality. A return value of 0 means it is not. A
1 means one up and one down bond, the other bonds
are flat. Return value 2 means two bonds are up and
two are down, down is opposite of down and up op-
posite of up (otherwise, it is square-planar). The val-
ues 3, 4, 5 and 6 are only possible when strict is
false, since these are strictly speaking not correct con-
figurations: 3 and 4 means one bond is up/down, the
rest is plane, 4 and 5 means two bonds are up/down,
one down/up and one plane. The method will re-
turn 0 not only in cases where there is obviously no
tetrahedral configuration (for example if the Atom
a has less or more than four bonding partners), but
also if not all four atoms around the center are dif-
ferent (different means different elements or differ-
ent groups attached). In this case we do not actu-
ally have a tetrahedral configuration, even if it might
look like one: all configurations are the same, even
if they look different on paper, when two or more
atoms are the same. Morgan numbers are used to
determine if atoms are different. An example of a
valid tetrahedral configuration is Fig. 1 a), where this
method would return 2.

boolean isSquarePlanar(

AtomContainer container, Atom a

)

This returns true if Atom a is the centre of a
square-planar chirality, i.e. two bonds are up, two
are down and up is opposite of down, false other-
wise. Here, three different atoms must exist around
the center (Morgan numbers are again used). Fig. 1
b) is a valid example of a square-planar stereochem-
ical configuration.

int isTrigonalBipyramidalOrOctahedral(

AtomContainer container, Atom a

)

Returns 1 if Atom a is the centre of a trigonal-
bipyramidal chirality and 2 if it is an octahedral chi-
rality. Three different atoms must exist round the cen-
ter. Fig. 1 c) and d) are valid examples.

Note that all the methods mentioned so far only
work on structures where all protons are explicitly
specified. Implicit protons (no matter if not exist-
ing at all or present in the HydrogenCount property
of Atom) are not taken into account. This is be-
cause for the configurations the position of the atom
plays a role and implicit hydrogens do not have a
position. With tetrahedral configurations, often no

hydrogen is (expicitly) given, but three heavy atoms,
one has got a wedge bond, the others have normal
bonds. In this case it can be assumed that the miss-
ing hydrogen is opposite of the heavy atom with the
wedge bond. In order to make structures which are
given in such a way to be handled by the mentioned
methods, proceed as follows: Read the molecule
and use org.openscience.cdk.tools.HydrogenAdder
to saturate it with hydrogens. Then use void
makeUpDownBonds(AtomContainer container) in
org.openscience.cdk.geometry.BondTools). This
method goes through the AtomContainer and looks
for atoms with four neighbours, only one of them
having a wedge bond and one being a hydrogen.
The hydrogen then gets the opposite wedge bond of
the wedge bond already existing.

Our methods do not take into account the direc-
tion of the wedge bonds. This is mainly because
with respect to chiralities they do not really matter.
Furthermore, the usage of directions is not standard-
ized. E.g. a tetrahedral chirality is typically drawn
with an up and a down bond both with the sharp
end to the center. Some people, on the other hand,
argue that the sharp end should always point to the
atom which is in a higher plane, i.e. the up bond
should be the other way round (for the difficulties
with wedge bond representation, see [1], p. 2731).
Note that stereo bonds are often used to illustrate cer-
tain configurations without forming real chiralities.
Such configurations are not detected by our code.
All methods treat curly bonds (which is supposed
to mean undefined) as ordinary bonds. All methods
only work on two-dimensional coordinates.

Figure 2: Examples for double-bond configurations for
cis[2] and trans[3] dichloroethene.

Double-bond configurations

In addition to the above methods, we have pro-
vided a method to detect double-bond configura-
tions. An example is given in Fig. 2. Here you
see a structure in so-called cis (or Z) and trans
(or E) configuration. These configurations are read
from 2D-coordinates. Note that something cannot
be assumed to be a particular double-bond con-
figuration just because it was drawn in a certain
way. The user must also have intended deliber-
ately the configuration. The relevant methods (all in
class org.openscience.cdk.geometry.BondTools) are
the following:
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boolean isValidDoubleBondConfiguration(

AtomContainer container, Bond bond

)

This method tells if a bond is a candidate for a
double-bond configuration. This is the case if

• the bond itself is a double bond outside an aro-
matic ring (aromaticity detection needs to be
done beforehand to take this into account)

• on both ends there are either two different
groups or the end atom is a nitrogen with one
group. If this group is graphically (indicated by
coordinates) in one line with the double bond,
it is not considered a valid double-bond config-
uration.

This method can be used e.g. to give the user a list of
potential double-bond configurations in a structure.

boolean isCisTrans(

Atom firstOuterAtom, Atom firstInnerAtom,

Atom secondInnerAtom, Atom secondOuterAtom,

AtomContainer ac

) throws CDKException;

This method actually figures out the cis- or trans-
property. It takes four atoms. The two inner atoms
must be linked by a double bond, the outer atoms
must be attached to the inner atoms. The method tells
if the outer atoms are on one side of the line through

the inner atoms (i. e. the double bond) or not. True
means the outer atoms are on different sides, so it is a
trans configuration, false means cis (outer atoms are
on the same side). If we would use the Cs in Fig. 2 as
inner atoms and the Cls as outer ones, we would get
true respectively false. Note that all cis-trans meth-
ods only work on two-dimensional coordinates.

We are currently considering an extension of our
stereochemistry system to facilitate the description of
chiralities independent from the actual drawing of
wedge bonds. This would have the advantage that
different depictions of the same chirality would be
encoded the same way and code handling configu-
rations would not have to deal with all the different
types of drawings.
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Frequently Asked Questions
"Frequently Asked Questions" is a series
in the CDK newsletter. It is compiled
of selected questions and answers that are
taken from the CDK user mailing list
(cdk-user@lists.sourceforge.net). Additionally,
the author considers questions that are of general
interest for CDK users. All credits for the expert
answers go to the helpful developers and users
who are contributing to the user mailing list.

by Uli Fechner

How can I determine if an atom is in a
ring?

First, you need to calculate the RingSet of the
Molecule to which the atom belongs. You can either
calculate the smallest set of smallest rings (SSSR) or
the set of all rings. The SSSRFinder is the method of
choice because in general it should be faster than the
AllRingsFinder. The SSSR is calculated by

RingSet sssRings = new SSSRFinder(molecule).

findSSSR();

where the SSSRFinder lives in the package
org.openscience.cdk.ringsearch. The set of all
rings can be computed by the statement

RingSet allRings = new AllRingsFinder().
findAllRings(molecule);

where the AllRingsFinder lives in the package
org.openscience.cdk.ringsearch.

Then, the next step is rather simple: the method
contains(Atom atom) of RingSet can be used to
determine if an atom is in a ring, e.g. by calling
sssRings.contains(atom).

Is there something like an equals method
for Molecule? In other words, is it possible
to easily check if two molecules are struc-
turally identical?

This question actually refers to an isomorphism
check. The UniversalIsomorphismTester imple-
ments an isomorphism check in CDK. A call to
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UniversalIsomorphismTester.isIsomorph(mole-
cule1, molecule2) returns a boolean that is
true if molecule1 and molecule2 are struc-
turally identical or false if they are not. An-
other method is to calculate the canonical SMILES
of the two molecules (String smiles1 = new
SmilesGenerator().createSMILES(molecule1)
and analogously for the second molecule). The resul-
tant SMILES strings can then be checked for equality
using the equals method of java.lang.String.

Given the three-dimensional coordinates
of a molecule is there a way to determine
its connectivity?

The ’mere connectivity’ of a molecule can be de-
duced from its three-dimensional coordinates by
cdk.graph.rebond.RebondTool. Here, the term
’mere connectivity’ means that all bonds that are cre-
ated are of order one (single bonds). The connectiv-
ity determination is based on bond lengths and de-
rived from Miguel Howard’s algorithm for Jmol [1].
It is important to note that bond orders are not set
by RebondTool! Moreover, all existing bonds are re-
moved from the AtomContainer prior to determina-
tion of its connectivity.

The rebond-tool is instantiated using three
parameters: double maxCovalentRadius, double
minBondDistance, double bondTolerance. Once
the tool is instantiated, you can simply use the
method rebond(atomContainer).

What is the difference between
org.openscience.cdk.Isotope.getExact-

Mass() and org.openscience.cdk.Isotope.-

getMassNumber()?

getExactMass() returns the molar mass of an atom,
i.e. the natural abundant isotope mixture of atoms.
getMassNumber() returns the mass number, i.e. the
number of neutrons in the atom core.

Uli Fechner
Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany
u.fechner@chemie.uni-frankfurt.de
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CDK ChangeLog
“CDK ChangeLog” is a series summarizing the
changes in the CDK library since the previous
newsletter.

by Christoph Steinbeck

After quite a while, our overworked release man-
ager has managed to make a release again. We
can safely state that never before in CDK history, so
many different people have contributed to a new re-
lease through bug reports and fixes, feature requests
and implementations as well as feedback and help-
ful discussion. My congratulations go to the whole
team. It’s a pleasure to work with you.

Release 20050826

A number of significant enhancements have entered
CDK. To the very pleasure of the editors, some of
them were actually triggered by CDK News arti-
cles. The last CDK News issue has seen an investiga-
tion by Nina Nikolova-Jeliazkova on “Slow Finger-
prints” [1]. In there, she found that the occasionally
abysmal performance of the FingerPrinter is caused
by AllRingsFinder, which takes excessively long in
a few cases. Her investigation triggered the intro-

duction of a timeout parameter to AllRingsFinder,
which is, by default, set to five seconds, after which
the search is aborted. Classes affected by this
change, such as HueckelAromaticityDetector and
FingerPrinter, now allow for the assignment of an
AllRingsFinder with customized timeout for cases
where the default of five seconds is not wanted.

The handling of biopolymers has been improved.
Amino acid templates, with 2D coordinates and con-
nectivity (templates.AminoAcids), have been added
together a molecule builder factory based on it
(tools.ProteinBuilderTool), that allows construct-
ing a protein from its sequence, e.g. "TTCCP-
SIVAR SNFNVCRLPG TPEAICATYT GCIIIPGATC
PGDYAN".

The StructureDiagramGenerator (SDG) for 2D
layout in CDK now resolves overlap situations by
performing a slight distortion of the final coordinates
of affected atoms. Further, it now also draws lin-
ear geometries for triple bonds and cumulenes. For
quite a while already, the SDG could layout difficult
to draw ring systems when they were part of the pre-
defined template library. Sample templates include
cubane [2] and the adamantane [3] ring systems (see
Fig. 1). Those templates have now been moved to
CML2 format.
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Figure 1: Templates for cubane and adamantane.

A large number of issues with IO of MDL SD
files and CML were resolved, including the pars-
ing of data items from mol files. If, for exam-
ple, a property "DENSITY" was reported in a mol
file, you can now retrieve after parsing it by calling
molecule.getProperty("DENSITY");

Our work on the force field and the 3D model
generator continues. In support for them, atom type
matchers for the MMFF94 and MM2 force field were
added. Those currently work based on HOSE codes
but will soon be ported to a more reliable method.

JChemPaint has finally got a working redo-undo
implementation, based on a JavaWorld article [4], the
absence of which was one of the last things prevent-
ing it from being useful. Additionally, a new ap-
plet version was created which finally has a small
download size (538 kB). In order to achieve this,
we recorded which classes where actually needed
at applet startup, minimized the number of those,
and created a set of jars with them. If addi-
tional functionality is needed, classes are loaded
from other jars in the code base. The latest ver-
sion of the applet can be found at http://www.
chemistry-development-kit.org/, which should

demonstrate the fast loading behavior of the new ap-
plet.

As always, this selection of changes remains more
or less arbitrary. The small bug whose fix I might
not have found worth reporting might have bugged
someone else beyond imagination :-). Therefore, a
full and detailed list of additions, changes and bug
fixes can be found in the documentation section of
the CDK web site [5].

Christoph Steinbeck,
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